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Alpha Gold Project

Over 1,000 acre property targeting the intersection of the 50 Moz
Cortez Gold Trend and the regional scale Pine Valley – Garden
Valley anticline

Anticlinal Crest preserved by an Eocene-aged Collapse Fault with 
10,000’ offset and historic Silver-Lead-Zinc districts unroofed in
the footwall

Stratigraphic interpretations suggest prime Late
Devonian host horizon occurs at reasonable depth

Four way dip closure indicated by geologic mapping of the upper
– lower Vinini Fm contact

NE Cross-Structures also host nearby gold deposits



The Alpha Gold Target lies at the Intersection of the 50 Million Ounce Cortez Gold Trend 
with the Pine Valley – Garden Valley Anticline 



Intersecting North to Northwest and Northeast folds and structures host Carlin-type 
gold mines in the Roberts Mountains and help define the Alpha Gold target 



Pine Valley – Garden Valley Anticline and Garden Pass Fault System 
The Pine Valley -- Garden Valley anticline formed in 
the hanging wall of the Hoosac thrust during Sevier 
aged contraction in the Central Nevada thrust belt. 
The Garden Pass normal fault system subsequently 
became active in the Eocene, along the crest of the 
anticline, preserving Eocene, Oligocene and Miocene 
volcanic rocks in a half graben.  The Mineral Hill and 
Alpha silver-lead-zinc districts are exposed in the 
footwall of the fault. Amoco discovered the Blackburn 
Oil Field in the early 1980’s, determining it to be 
controlled by a north-south anticline.  The  Table 
Mountain F-11X-6G was drilled by Mobil Oil in the 
1990’s targeting an area of interpreted 4-way dip 
closure on the southward projection of the anticline.  
Mobil had conducted six years of regional mapping, 
and geologic compilation in the area. Cuttings from 
the Table Mountain F-11X-6G yielded almost 4,000’ 
averaging 26 ppb Au, 260 ppm As and highly 
anomalous Hg and Tl indicating the anticline has 
focused Carlin-type mineralization.  The Roberts 
Mountains thrust lies at a depth of 4,935 feet beneath 
Table Mountain, but rises much nearer to surface at 
Alpha.  Surface samples containing greater than 100 
ppb Au are reported from the Vinini or Webb Fm at 
Alpha.  Gold deposits in the adjacent Roberts 
Mountains concentrate at the Webb/Devils Gate 
contact which could lie at 500-1000’ at Alpha. 



The Garden Valley Anticline is better preserved and potentially more prospective than the 
heavily explored Roberts Mountains Anticline.  The Garden Valley anticline was at the 

crest of this mountain range prior to Eocene and later extensional collapse on the Garden 
Pass fault system.  Movement on the Garden Pass fault is well timed for directing Carlin 

aged ore fluids.  The Pipeline, Cortez Hills and Goldrush mega-deposits of the Cortez 
district are all hosted in anticlines.  Gold deposits in the Roberts Mountains are found on 
the flanks of the anticlines because host stratigraphy is breached at the crest by erosion. 



Geologic mapping in the Roberts Mountains recognized limestone thrust slices (Dl) at 
the contact between the Vinini Fm (Ov) and the Webb Fm (Mw).  Devonian carbonate 
rocks surfacing near Alpha are thrust slices, not actual lower plate.  Published geologic 
maps estimate the Webb Formation is 300-1000 feet thick.  Gold deposits occur below 

the Webb Fm at the top of the Devils Gate Fm (Ddg) a regional karst zone. 

Cross-section from Cooper Peak Quadrangle (Murphy et al., 2007) 



Similar limestone thrust slices occur at the laterally equivalent Vinini/Horse Canyon contact in 
the Cortez district.  This cross-section also illustrates how erosion makes discovery easier, but 

also may remove much of the ore deposit.  The anticlinal crest is preserved at Alpha. 



The Cortez Hills deposit (15 Moz Au) is preserved in 
the hanging wall of the Cortez fault, which has over 
5,000 feet of offset.  The historic Cortez silver-lead-
zinc mineralization is exposed in the footwall of the 
Cortez fault, analogous to the Alpha silver-lead-zinc 
district in the footwall of the Garden Pass fault at 
Alpha.  The typical stratiform Carlin-type part of the 
Cortez Hills deposit was probably eroded creating the 
Pediment deposit which is essentially an ore-clast 
gravel (see map to right). 



The Goldrush deposit along the crest of the Red Hills anticline illustrates a potential target 
footprint for Alpha Gold.  Goldrush is about one kilometer wide and six kilometers long. 

Creel and Bradley, 2013 



Summary: Alpha Gold Project
The Alpha Gold Property overlays an area that targets the

intersection of the 50 Moz Cortez Gold Trend and the
regional scale Pine Valley – Garden Valley anticline

Drill targets identified

Stratigraphic interpretations suggest prime Late
Devonian host horizon occurs at reasonable depth (less 
that 500m)

Located in the prolific Carlin District

Potential to discover a multi-million ounce Carlin Style 
gold deposit in an area with proven deposits and mines

Located in one of the world’s most  mining friendly stable 
jurisdictions
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